A Special Haftarah for Yom Kippur during the week of Moral Action For Climate Justice:
The Words of Isaiah, Amos, Abraham Joshua Heschel, Martin Luther King, Jr., Pope Francis and Starhawk
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Koraa b’goro a’la-tshesh, shovpar k’or kolkha
hemdal le’avim peshem, labiyv yissokh mishatem.

Lift up your voice like the shofar!
Let the people of this country of yours
know that they’re making a big mistake,
They’re your people!

Lamah zamnu v’lo ra’iti, enen ne’shnu v’loẒem

They say, “Don’t you see we’re fasting?
Don’t you see how holy we have become?

Koh zimor le’makor temtso’a-hafak, koh-le’z’ivkem teneshu
Koh l’r’vir nemtso’at ha’ot, lehakot bagrakh rasha
la’-tetmio’ov zimor, leh’shmiyu’u b’por’u kolkam.
hekha yikha zom abatemoch—yom zom zaim
mot’u ha’lul’u ca’nemor ra’ashu
yisk’u avaph yitiv—hekha tik’ar zom, yom zom le’temu

But on your fast day you wear clothes that were made in sweatshops,
And the books you hold in your hands are filthy with the tears of dying forests . . .
And your investments fatten the rich, who are destroying the land.

You think this is the kind of fast I want?
No!

Prayer is no panacea,
no substitute for action.
Prayer is meaningless unless it is subversive,
unless it seeks to overthrow
and to ruin the pyramids of callousness,
hatred, opportunism, falsehoods.

The violence . . . reflected in the symptoms of sickness evident in the soil, in the water, in the air and in all forms of life . . . the earth herself, burdened and laid waste, is the most abandoned and maltreated of our poor . . .

*We have forgotten that we ourselves are dust of the earth.*

This is the kind of fast that I desire:
Unlock the handcuffs put on by wicked power!

The storm is rising against the privileged minority of the earth from which there is no shelter in isolation or armament. The storm will not abate until a fair distribution of the fruits of the earth enables men and women everywhere to live in dignity and human decency.

Let the oppressed worker go free by raising the minimum wage.

There is immense silent-agony in the world, and our task is to be a voice for the plundered poor, to prevent the desecration of the soul and the violation of our dreams of honesty.

A sense of deep communion with the rest of nature cannot be real if our hearts lack tenderness, compassion and concern for our fellow human beings.

It is clearly inconsistent to combat trafficking in endangered species while remaining completely indifferent to human trafficking . . .
And break off every yoke! Share your bread with the hungry.¹¹

I have the audacity to believe that people everywhere can have three meals a day for their bodies, education and culture for their minds, and dignity, equality and freedom for their spirits.¹²

Build affordable housing for the homeless,
And welcome back the people you have thrown out of your hearts,
Even the ones in your own family.¹³

But true compassion is more than flinging a coin to a beggar. A true revolution of values will soon look uneasily at the glaring contrast of poverty and wealth.¹⁴

I still believe that one day humankind will bow before the altars of God, and be crowned triumphant over war and bloodshed, and nonviolent redemptive good will proclaim the rule of the land.¹⁵

All people, all living things, are part of the earth life, and so are sacred. No one of us stands higher or lower than any other. Only justice can assure balance; only ecological balance can sustain freedom. . . To honor the sacred is to create conditions in which nourishment, sustenance, habitat, knowledge, freedom, and beauty can thrive.¹⁶

Then your radiance will burst through like the dawn;
Then when you need healing it will spring up quickly;
And true righteousness will be revealed in your faces,
As God shines through you again.
Then when you call, God will answer gladly,
And when you cry, She will reach out with Her presence,
In each moment whispering, “Here I am!”¹⁷

Then justice shall well up like water;
And righteousness flow like a mighty stream.¹⁸
The original version of this haftarah created in January 2006 with the guidance and assistance of Rabbis Yael Levy and Marcia Prager, with special thanks going to R. Yael for her ongoing inspiration. Also many thanks to Rabbis Arthur Waskow and Shefa Gold for taking the risk to translate biblical text with a modern slant.

Compiled and cantillated by Kohenet Shoshana Bricklin, Oreget ba'chochim (knitter in the thorns), Or-ee ba'ishofar (my voice is in the shofar blasts). I like to think of myself as a knitter in the thorns not only representing the tactile experience of knitting with yarn, but as a metaphor for my political priestessing—meaning the bringing/weaving/knitting together of many voices to speak truth to power, even and especially, at the most uncomfortable (i.e. "thorny") moments. This is what I think my haftarah project represents. For more information on creative haftarot, contact Shoshana at sbricklin@comcast.net. For more information about Kohenet, see www.kohenet.com or The Hebrew Priestess: Ancient and New Visions of Jewish Women's Spiritual Leadership by Jill Hammer and Taya Shere (Ben Yehuda Press, 2015)